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Principal’s Address
Welcome to the ﬁrst issue of our English Newsletter for the academic year 2018-2019!
As usual, striving towards the elusive goal of perfection
in learning and teaching, the English Department has
been organizing a series of fun-filled English learning
activities, and once again, congratulations always go to
every student. Apart from a number of extended English
learning activities such as Healthy Cooking, Fashion
Show and Global X-perience at Crossroads International,
I would also like to thank all teachers, especially Ms.
Chelsia Chan (Assistant Principal) and Ms. Effie Li
(Junior Forms Curriculum Coordinator), for sparing their
precious time during summer vacation to help widen
students' horizons in the study tour to Australia.
`Focus on learning and thinking; achieve mastery and
understanding' is our school theme of this academic year, coupled with
the topical Bible: `So I run like someone who has a goal. I ﬁght like a boxer
who is hitting something, not just the air.' (1 Corinthians 9:26 ERV) Through
well-structured and diverse character education, other learning experiences
and activities, our students can enhance a sense of achievement and
belonging to society. What is more, satisfactory students' performances
in public examinations and increasing admission rates of degree and subdegree courses through JUPAS have shown our continuous success and
hard work of students and teachers alike.

We are grateful that in May 2018, Dr. Choi Yuk Lin (Undersecretary for
Education) and Mr. Sze Chun Fai (Political Assistant to
Secretary for Education) paid a visit to our school to have
Content
a deeper understanding about the effective strategies of 1
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our reading promotion. In July 2018, Mr. Yeung Yun-hung, 2
Visits by Secretary for Education and
JP, Secretary for Education, visited us to encourage all F.6
Undersecretary for Education
graduates to embrace new challenges and unleash their
3
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potential.
Last but not least, I would like to express my sincere
appreciation to all teachers and students for their passion for
sustaining a high standard of performances in learning and
teaching.
Mr. Fung Chi Tak
Principal
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Visits by Secretary for Education and
Undersecretary for Education
There is no doubt that quality education is the
key to success and nurturing talents, which
is crucial to the rapid development of our
society. The success of education hinges on the
collaborative efforts of people who care about
the next generation. We are grateful that in
May 2018, Dr. Choi Yuk Lin (Undersecretary
for Education), Mr. Sze Chun Fai (Political
Assistant to Secretary for Education), Ms.
Yip Sau Mei (Chief School Development
Officer), and Ms. Chiu Lo Man (Senior School
Development Officer) paid a visit to our school
for our reading promotion. In July 2018, Mr.
Yeung Yun-hung, JP, Secretary for Education,
visited us to motivate all F.6 graduates to face
up to different challenges and maximise their
potential. He also encouraged them to acquire
profound knowledge given such ample learning
opportunities in Hong Kong and overseas. Our
alumni also shared their fruitful experience
in furthering studies with students at local
universities and post-secondary institutions.
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HKDSE 2018
As previously mentioned, thanks to the hard work of students and teachers, there have been a lot of Christ College
graduates going to university. Here are some students who would like to share with you their university lives.

The University of Hong Kong
Hello, everyone! I am Chan Yuk Yan, one of the F.6 graduates in Christ College in 2018. After
graduation, I often miss my secondary school life – my teachers, schoolmates, staff members and
everything about Christ College – the class and the groups we belonged to, the playground where
we played basketball, the activities we participated in, will be forever etched in my memory. I
will never forget everything I learnt in Christ College, and I will try my best to be a "CHRIStian"
– Caring, Humility, Resilience, Integrity, Strategic Learning and Thankfulness as recommended
by the Principal and teachers!
Now, I am going to experience another stage of my life as I am currently an undergraduate
student at the University of Hong Kong, and it is totally new to me. In fact, we can enjoy a lot of
freedom: we can do whatever we want, for example, forming our study groups and discussing
any topics with our tutors and lecturers, which is beneficial to our studies and our university life
is enriched. On the other hand, we also pay full attention to time management because most students, if not all, work part-time to gain work
experience and improve practical skills. We can learn everything we are interested in and participate in various activities. The university life
can be so colorful that it is beyond description, such as meeting people from all walks of life.
When I first came to the university, one of the biggest problems is that my English needs improvement. I also found it difficult to follow the
curriculum. Therefore, I will try my best to improve my English by taking the initiative to be exposed to it. In fact, English plays an essential
role in our studies and I am here to encourage all of us to make our best effort to learn English and strike a balance between studying and
playing. I have never dreamed of studying at university, not to mention at the University of Hong Kong, one of the best universities in the
world. I feel grateful to my teachers and my principal for their devotion to teaching and providing me with numerous learning opportunities
even though I am never an outstanding student in Christ College. Had it not been for their assistance, I would not have been able to acquire
enough knowledge and skills in pursuit of my university studies.
I hope all of you will enjoy your school life by participating in more activities and using more English at school!

The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Hi! My name is Tai Ching. I graduated from Christ College in 2018. I'm now a student of
the Chinese University of Hong Kong. I like my secondary school, Christ College, very
much because of the teachers and the learning atmosphere. The teachers are friendly
and considerate. While I was studying under great pressure before the HKDSE, they
were willing to share with me their experience as much as they could. They are not only
good at teaching but also eager to help me develop my potential in various aspects.
I never forget their help. At Christ College, I feel that all my classmates and teachers
are caring. Though I am now leading a hectic university life, I sometimes come back to
school in my free time.

The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Hi! I'm Leung Kin Hung of F.6A. I went to the HKUST after the HKDSE 2018. I often remember the happy
moments at Christ College even though I'm now very busy doing assignments and revision for tests and
examinations. I also make use of the study skills I learnt at secondary school because I find them practical
and effective. When I am free, I will come back to my alma mater as I still miss my football teammates and
my teachers very much. By the way, it is very important to improve our English. Students and professors
speak English all the time because many of them come from the USA or the UK. I can communicate with
them easily because of my English
proficiency. I hope all of you can
spend more time studying English
because it is vital in further studies and in the workplace. How can I
improve my English? At Christ College, I did pay more attention in class,
read English novels and magazines, complete all past papers and mock
papers and contact my English teachers if I had any difficulty in English.
I'm sure you can follow in my footsteps to go to university.
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Study Tour to Australia

In July 2018, a study tour to Australia was organized by Mr. Langley Cheng (Head
of ECA Committee) and Mr. William Chan (Head of English Department). There
were altogether 20 students participating in the tour with Ms. Chelsia Chan
(Assistant Principal) and Ms. Effie Li (Junior Forms Curriculum Coordinator).
During the entire tour, they stayed in pairs at their host families. Besides that,
they attended authentic English courses in the morning and travelled around
Sydney in the afternoon. They enjoyed the study tour very much because they
had exposure to an English-speaking environment every day.
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Hall Presentation after Study
Tour to Australia
In October 2018, all participants of the study tour made a presentation at the school hall together, sharing their wonderful experiences
they encountered in Sydney. Some of the students' reﬂections after the hall presentation are shown as follows:

1C01 CHAN HIU WAI
Today I enjoyed the hall assembly presentation on the study tour to Australia very much. I think
the presentation was very impressive, especially when it came to the koalas, the English lessons
and the host families. I really wanted to fly to Australia after the presentation. First of all, the videos
and pictures of the koalas were very lovely. They climbed and slept adorably. I really wanted to hug
them. Second of all, I think having lessons in Australia is fun and relaxing because there are fewer
tests and homework so I will have less pressure. Also, Australian teachers looked very cheerful
and nice in the videos. I think I can learn better and more happily there. Finally, I think staying with
the host family is special and fun to me because I can be more independent without my parents'
care. Also, I can know more about local people's lifestyle so that I can broaden my horizons.

2D09 CHUI YU HIM BERNARD
The students were not just there to play and do some sightseeing. They went to the host families and
had a great time with them. Meanwhile, they learnt some cultures of Australia, such as some table
manners and some of the things we do in Hong Kong which are actually impolite to Aussies. They also
studied at Sydney English Academy (SEA) and learnt some useful vocabulary, such as the name of Aussie
animals and some skills in reading and writing. They learnt some Aussie slang words, such as 'sunnies'
for sunglasses and 'ta' for thank you. They went to school by themselves and two of them were late for
school. They had some Aussie food for lunch. Although the food doesn't taste very good, they ate them
every day after school. Students can become more independent and help their parents with housework.

2D17 LAU ENOCH
I thought that the hall assembly presentation on the study tour to Australia was detailed, fun and
wonderful. For example, Bernard and Alice shared their feelings, the teachers in Australia and what they
did in Australia, like going sightseeing and joining the Sydney English Academy (SEA) to broaden their
horizons and improve their English. They had an activity in Manly Beach. The beach water is very clear,
unlike those in Hong Kong and in Mainland China. The sea is very blue and the sand is white. That's a big
difference between Hong Kong and Sydney. It seems that our government has to do something to improve
the quality of our nature and reduce waste thrown into the sea. During the period of playing games, I
think senior and junior forms should not have different games. It's unfair to both of us. Throughout this
assembly, I think that the students who joined the Australia Study Tour have improved their English so
their exam scores should be higher than before. And they have broadened their horizons not only for China
but also for other parts of the world. They should be more independent now and have a larger social circle.

2D18 LAU PO YUEN
I am highly impressed by the hall assembly presentation. I feel regretful about why I didn't participate in this
fabulous trip. Owing to the description of the trip, I find it easy to imagine going sightseeing, visiting historical
architecture located in the centre of Sydney, seeing the development of the city from the design of state-ofthe-art Opera House. I want to sit and watch the performer pour their sweet voice to me in this venue. It will
be a huge relief. Apart from this, the aspect I am most concerned with is eating. I would like to try specialty
snacks of Australia, for instance, vegemite, a brand more than 90 years old and the colour just like pasta
sauce which tastes bitter and salty... It can also be spread on the bread and biscuits. It fascinates me. Besides,
I realize that if I were one of the students, I could improve my moderate English and make myself more
independent and confident since they went to the host families and got along with them by playing games
and communicating with their kids... Consequently, my social circle can be expanded. From the intriguing
games, I can learn their local way to say a few English words, such as 'ta' that means ' thank you '. There
are over 2,660 kinds of animals in Taronga Zoo. This presentation can let me know more about Australia.
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2D22 LI WEI LING
I think this presentation is very good. The first reason is that with some videos, the whole
presentation will not be very boring, and we will not want to fall asleep. The photos shown in the
videos are very beautiful so people want to continue listening. The second reason is that each part
consists of different persons in charge, and we can listen to more people's sharing. The third reason
is that there are small games in the middle so that everyone can interact and the atmosphere is
harmonious.

2D23 LO CAYLA CHLOE
Through this hall assembly presentation, I learnt a lot about Australia and about the study
tour. I learnt that Australians have a different way to learn things, like playing games and
truly enjoying the learning process. I also learnt that they visited Sydney Opera House,
Taronga Zoo, Chinatown and Manly Beach and learnt different things to equip themselves.
This study tour improved their English and also themselves, such as becoming more
independent, expanding their social circle and being more conﬁdent in themselves. Even
after the study tour, they are still learning, like how to make a video, write a script about
what they learnt there, how to work with each other, how to look more confident when
presenting themselves in front of everyone. They really looked like they had a lot of fun
and were close to each other... I hope I can join the study tour next time to have fun while
learning and to create memories with classmates in my secondary school life.

2D26 TO KING HIM
In today's hall assembly presentation on the study tour to Australia, I am one of the
students-in-charge. In this presentation, I have learnt teamwork skills and improved my
English in this presentation because it is supposed to be English-speaking all the time. In
the PowerPoint, I am familiar with what we learnt in Australia again. I have become more
independent after this tour. I have learnt some Aussie slang words as well. I think they are
useful because they can be used in so many places.

3D23 TSANG LOK MAN
I think the students who participated in the study tour are so brave that they
went to another country without their parents. It is so impressive that they were
not afraid of talking to the whole school at the hall. I also think this study tour is
meaningful and fun. Students can go sightseeing and broaden their horizons. There
are a lot of animals that we can't see in Hong Kong. Apart from that, students can
improve their English, become independent and expand their social circle as well.
This trip can let students grow. I want to travel to Australia too!
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3D24 WONG YI ON
After the presentation, I really wanted to go to the study tour to do some sightseeing since I saw
different tourist attractions, like the Blue Mountain, Opera House, Manly Beach... The scenery
is beautiful and it's fun to go to these places. I also saw that they improved their English and
became more confident to speak to others in public. They also made friends with their host
family members to expand their social circle.

4A11 LAM CHUI YING
The hall assembly presentation on the study tour is great. After listening to it, I wanted to
go to Australia too. The views there are very beautiful. I want to go sightseeing there. I know
that they can speak in English with the teachers and host families in Australia so that they can
improve their English. Also, they will become independent.

4D05 CHAO VIDONIA
After listening to the hall assembly presentation on the study tour to Australia, I
regretted that I didn't join this tour to broaden my horizons and improve my English.
Originally, I thought the study tour was very packed, such as studying English all
day long, since I am scared to talk in English. Moreover, participating in a study tour
can help you expand your social circle and become independent. Also, you can go
sightseeing during the trip. It is amazing! I hope I can join a study tour next year!

4D10 FUNG KWOK MEI
In the hall assembly presentation, they talked about going sightseeing in Sydney!
They enjoyed it very much. They travelled to many tourist attractions, for example,
Blue Mountains National Park, Sydney Opera House, and Darling Harbour. They
said that it really helped improve their English.

4D24 PUN CHUI YEE
After listening to the presentation, I really wanted to go to Australia because I can go
sightseeing there. There is a lot of attractive scenery, such as the view of Darling Harbour.
Besides, all the people there know how to speak English so I must try my best to chat with
them in English... Apart from this, I can become independent as my parents will not go
there with me. I need to do many things by myself. I think if I go to Australia, I will meet a
lot of friends. Hong Kong is just a small city. If I go to Australia. I can know more new and
funny things, for instance, the Aussie culture. I hope that I can have a chance to go there
once in the future. I admire students who can go to Australia and regret that I didn't join
this trip.
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Alumni
Christ College has been established since 1953, and there have been many graduates working in different sectors such as
̔ 5 years of
teaching, sports, therapy, medicine and law. This year, we are celebrating her 65th Anniversary with the slogan 6
nurture and talents grow; glorifying God in our shining roads' ( 作育菁莪六五載，榮神益人創未來 ). Here are some alumni
who would like to share their recent experiences with you – one of them is a PhD candidate at the Chinese University of
Hong Kong; another one has run his own company after graduation from the University of Hong Kong. The last alumnus is at
present travelling around the world after receiving the scholarship at Hong Kong Baptist University.

The University of Hong Kong
Pang Cheuk Kei, Michael is a graduate of Christ College. He passed the HKDSE with flying colours
and went to the University of Hong Kong in 2012. After graduation in 2016, he established his own
company. He often comes back to Christ College to share his study skills and work experience with
senior form students. For example, he conducted a careers workshop on 8th November 2018 so as
to help them understand how to strike a balance between studying and playing. He also encouraged
students to develop their potential to the full and overcome obstacles ahead of them.

The Chinese University of Hong Kong
As an alumnus of Christ College, Chan Tse Tin, David is at present a postgraduate student pursuing a
doctoral degree (PhD) in Information Engineering after receiving a Bachelor of Engineering with First
Class Honours at the Chinese University of Hong Kong in 2014. His research interests include Wireless
Communications and Networking as well as Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence (AI). In fact,
he has received a number of awards such as Postgraduate Studentship, HKSAR Government Scholarship
Fund – Reaching Out Award, Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award and has also published three
international conference papers and submitted one international journal article. Apart from the abovementioned studies and prizes, he has played an active role in building teamwork and leadership programs
for the community: U-STEMist Scheme and CARE Service Project Scheme – Love Your Neighbour Service
Learning Program organized by CUHK.

Hong Kong Baptist University
Being an alumnus of Christ College, William Lun, a Year 3 student of the School of Business of
Hong Kong Baptist University, majoring in Applied Economics, is the only individual in Hong
Kong to win the prestigious CY Tung Scholarship 2018. Being one of the seven winners in the
world to be awarded scholarships worth a total of US$20,000 (approximately HK$156,000),
William joined university students around the world to board the "floating campus" of
Semester at Sea (SAS) 2018, visiting 13 cities in 11 countries.
An outgoing and energetic person, William is keen on exploring, acquiring new knowledge
and embracing different challenges. His diligence was clearly displayed through a number
of student activities, in which he played an active role. He showcased his sophisticated presentation and debating skills in the
Model United Nations Conferences and won numerous local and overseas awards, including Honorable Mention at the United
Nations Security Council and World Health Organization (WHO) in Geneva. What is more, he volunteered as a summer tutor
at Summerbridge Program, a renowned charity organization in Hong Kong, in which he taught secondary school students and
the underprivileged and enhanced their English standard.
Before the voyage, William was awarded an opportunity by the HKSAR Government to conduct a three-month internship in
Singapore in May 2018, during which he worked in the Pacific Economic Cooperation Council and provided research assistance,
supported event organization and performed administrative duties. Thanks to this invaluable work experience, he widened his
horizons and deepened his understanding about current world affairs.
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New Teachers
There are altogether three new teachers in the English Department this year. They come from different local universities. After
graduation, they have worked in secondary schools before serving Christ College. Young as they are, they are friendly and energetic.
They are going to introduce themselves in the following:

Ms. Jennifer Chen
Hello everyone. I'm Ms. Jennifer Chen, a new English teacher this year. As an alumna of Christ
College, I'm glad to come back and join this big family. And of course I'm also honoured to work with
all my former teachers.
Working here reminds me of the good old days when I was still a secondary school student. Though
I graduated several years ago, I can still remember the precious time with my best classmates and
teachers. I hope you all can enjoy your secondary school life as I did before.

Ms. Hermia Leung
Hello! I'm Hermia, one of the new teachers this year. My first day of work was like your
first day at school. I was excited and nervous. I have met many new faces and thank
you for letting me get to know you. All of you are very friendly and full of life. If I can't
remember your name, don't get sad but do help me think of a fun way to memorize it!
Some of you came to me and shared with me that you found arts subjects especially
English very daunting. Indeed, English may sometimes seem a little difficult. So,
give yourselves more time to work on it. Try discovering the fun side of it! Every subject has both its interesting and 'less
appealing' sides. Learning a subject is similar to having a hobby. For a die-heart pop music fan like me, I am obsessed with
music most of the time. I always wear headphones and play the latest hits on Spotify. However, when it comes to practising
singing, that's another story. A lot of times, I sing off pitch and ruin my favourite songs. What I do is that I would tell myself,
'That's alright. We all learn from our mistakes. I'll do better next time.' When I fail, some people will just laugh at me and
make all kinds of nasty comments about me. Thankfully, there are people who are always on my team encouraging me to go
further. Because of them, I have achieved things I never thought I would be able to in life. On your lifelong learning journey,
you are bound to encounter problems and subjects which may trip you up. You feel frustrated, angry and question why you
have to deal with them. Why can't learning and life be easier? Just remember, your teachers are always there to help you. I'm
just very blessed to be part of the teaching team.
I know some of the past experiences you had might be holding you back from enjoying your class or even learning. Let's just
forget about them and make some wonderful memories in class together. You will soon find out that you can achieve much
more than you expect.

Mr. Tang Tsz Wai, Patrick
"Of all the gin joints in all the towns in all the world, she walks into mine." This famous and
memorable quote from Casablanca can best describe my relationship with Christ College. As both an
alumnus and currently an English teacher, after a few years of being wild and free, I am back again.
Hello everyone. I am Mr. Tang, your new English teacher this year.
Before joining Christ College, my alma mater, I had worked in another secondary school for one year.
This year I am responsible for teaching Form 2 and Form 6 students. I am very honoured to be their
teacher to help them brush up their English. Nothing can be greater than witnessing the moment
that your efforts eventually bear fruit. It is really beyond description.
Influenced by some of the English teachers here, I made up my mind to pursue a teaching career
when I was a Form 4 student. When I was a senior form student, I was always given the chance to help my classmates with English.
My English teacher even invited me to explain the exercises in front of the whole class almost every day. In retrospect, the trust she
bestowed paved the way for my future career in education. It is always through teaching that I can gain a sense of satisfaction and
achievement.
I enjoy reading and watching movies very much in my leisure time. I am particularly fond of reading historical novels. If you want to
improve your English by reading more and in an interesting and inspiring way, I would recommend the novels written by Kazuo Ishiguro
to all of you, of which An Artist of the Floating World and The Remains of the Day are my personal favourites. For movies, Boyhood is
a must-see for students who soon enter adulthood. I can always learn some good English and reflect upon my life through reading and
watching movies.
When you see me on the campus, please don't hesitate to say hello to me. I will endeavour to share with you more about myself and
recommend good books and movies to you. Let us all become well-read and civilised individuals!
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Mid-Autumn Festival Riddles
Competition
In September 2018, the Mid-Autumn Festival Riddles
Competition was organized by Ms. Jennifer Chen, who aimed
at arousing students' interests in using English outside the
classroom. Students, especially those in junior forms, enjoyed
the process of finding out the answers as they discovered
learning English was full of fun.

“

“

“
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Reading Promotion by Teachers and
Students

“

Teacher: Ms. Zheng Yuejiao
Book Title: Animal Farm
Author: George Orwell
Synopsis:
Mr. Jones, the owner of Manor Farm, is a mean, heartless man who mercilessly slaughters
farm animals when they get older. One day, a respected boar named Old Major, who has
been dreaming of a farm run by animals for animals, encourages the farm animals to rebel
against the humans. Eventually, the farm animals, led by three pigs (Snowball, Napoleon, and
Squealer), drive out Mr. Jones and they name the farm Animal Farm. Together, they write
the Seven Commandments of Animalism.
Life on the farm is good for a while and there is hope for a happier future of less work, better education and more
food. However, the pigs, Napoleon and Snowball, gradually fight for the hearts and minds of the other animals on
the farm. The novel ends with the pigs behaving and even dressing like the humans the animals tried to get rid of in
the first place.
Though Animal Farm is a political allegory inspired by the rise of Soviet communism, it is by no means an amazing
fable in every aspect. It is powerful and timeless as its message is as relevant today as when it was written. I
highly recommend it to all of you as it warns the danger of power, corruption and social injustice.

“

Teacher: Ms. Wan Yuen Wa
Book Title: The Diary of a Young girl

“

Author: Anne Frank
Synopsis:
How was your life like when you were a 13-year-old teenage girl?
Anne Frank, who is a teenage Jew, has a completely extraordinary
life. Anne Frank, her parents, sister, another family, and an older gentleman were Jews in the Netherlands
during the German occupation of World War II. These eight people hid in a secret alcove above a factory for
over two years. From her diary, it gives another perspective to World War II. Impressed by her true-life story,
the readers can experience vividly the threat, hunger and fear of living at that time. The book gives you an
opportunity to put yourself in Anne's shoes and understand the hardships of war. This heartbreaking classic
is really a must-read and re-read. I am sure you must be moved by the unforgettable portrait of Anne Frank.

“

“

Teacher: Ms. Effie Li
Book Title: In Order to Live: A North Korean Girl's Journey to Freedom
Author: Yeonmi Park
Synopsis:
"On the cold, black night of 31 March 2007, my mother and I scrambled down the steep,
rocky bank of the frozen Yalu River that divides North Korea and China. There were
patrols above us and below..." Born and raised in a dynasty of dictators who have ruled
North Korea for three generations, Yeonmi Park displays extraordinary decisiveness and
courage throughout her heartbreaking yet once-in-a-lifetime journey to freedom. The
book is an eye-opening, remarkable and inspirational read. All North Korean defectors
risked their lives to flee their country in return for those considered universal in other
parts of the world: sufficient food and water supplies, personal safety, the freedom to
watch and talk about a Korean drama, and so on. Yeonmi Park's story is a testimony to the incredible resilience of
the human spirit – which has inspired people around the world.

“
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“

Teacher: Ms. Leung Wing Shan, Hermia
Book Title: The Happy Prince and Other Stories
Author: Oscar Wilde
Synopsis:
Embellished with all kinds of exquisite gemstones, the Happy Prince is the most beautiful statue in
the city. When he was alive, he did not know what sorrow and suffering were for he lived in a big
palace with a garden where he played with his companions. In the evening, he would dance in the
Great Hall. Everything was so beautiful in the palace and he did not see the ugliness and misery
of his city. Now that the Happy Prince is a statue, he can see what the real world is like. When
he hears sad stories of people, he cries. One day, the prince meets a swallow that has become his
messenger since then. The prince always asks the swallow to dig out the expensive stones on his body and send them to people
in need. As each precious stone is sent away, people find him less charming. They begin to talk about how less good-looking
he is now. Not wanting him to be alone, his messenger stays with him. On a cold winter's night, the swallow dies. The prince
weeps. People do not see his tears. What they do is bringing up the idea of demolishing the statue as without all those shiny
stones, the Happy Prince cannot dazzle anyone. Will they be able to see the inner beauty of the prince? What will his fate be?
Read the book to find out!

“

“

Teacher: Ms. Chen Ting Ting
Book Title: The Lion King
Author: Gina Ingoglia
Synopsis:

The Lion King is one of the greatest creations brought to life by Disney. It was made into

a movie in 1994 and won two Academy Awards. Later it was made into a picture book for
young readers. The Lion King tells the story of Simba, a young lion who is to succeed his
father, Mufasa, as King of the Pride Lands; however, after Simba's Uncle Scar (Mufasa's
jealous younger brother), murders Mufasa, Simba is manipulated into thinking he is to
blame and flees into exile. Upon maturation living with two wastrels, Simba is given some
valuable perspectives from his childhood friend, Nala, and his shaman, Rafiki, before returning to challenge Scar to
end his tyranny and take his place in the Circle of Life as the rightful King. The story of The Lion King is one of my
favourites from the magical world of Disney. This book tells a meaningful story which inspires me a lot. With the
lively illustrations and delightful characters, this book is definitely worth reading.

“

“

Ms. Ho Chui Fan
Book Title: Talking About Jane Austen in Baghdad
Authors: Bee Rowlatt and May Witwit
Synopsis:

Making friends with a person a thousand miles away sounds nothing unusual with the advancement
of information technology today. However, have you ever thought of befriending somebody living in
a war-ravaged country? Bee Rowlatt, a London-based BBC World Service journalist, got a chance
to know May Witwit, an English literature lecturer working at Baghdad University, through e-mails
by accident. With the intention of researching into a programme on the Iraqi election, Bee started
to exchange e-mails with May. In the e-mails, the two ladies from two totally different worlds talked
not only about the election, but also about their lives, love and future. For Bee, going out for a walk
with her girls in a shopping mall is nothing more special than part of her daily routine; yet, it would be a matter of life or death
for May under the threat of terrorist attacks and the Sunni-Shia conﬂict. Touched by May's story and truthfulness, Bee found
May a staunch friend. Between the grenades, the gossips, the jokes and the secrets, the two began a plan to help May escape
Baghdad. Talking About Jane Austen in Baghdad is an authentic account of how the friendship of two women developed
despite their different cultures, religions and ages.
12
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“

Teacher: Ms. Chow Yuk Fan
Book Title: The Little Prince
Author: Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
Synopsis:
Though this story sounds absurd and surreal, it has been one of the most popular
books around the world. Guess how many languages it has been translated?
More than 250! Saint-Exupéry used his own personal experiences in wars to
give a profound observation on loneliness, friendship and love in the book. The story is relatively simple and it is about a lost
boy called The Little Prince. The Little Prince comes from a small planet with many disturbing small trees and a rose. It is
so small that he can watch the sunset forty-four times a day. He meets the narrator who is a pilot in the Sahara Desert. The
Little Prince starts to share his unexpected and amusing journey with him. He met six foolish people who know little about
love and life on different planets. Then, he comes to Earth and meets a snake and a fox accidentally. During these encounters,
the Little Prince realizes that the rose he loves is unique and decides to end his journey.

“

Teacher: Mr. Chan Chi Chung

“

Book Title: Cat Diaries
Authors: Betsy Byars, Betsy Duffey and Laurie Myers
Synopsis:
At the annual gathering of the MEOW Society, cats of all kinds convene to share their
stories and those of their ancestors. Chico, the smallest cat in the world, recounts stopping
a crime. The Pirate Cat tells of the fateful day when she discovered a treasure while hunting
for mice. And Georgio shares his delectable – and sometimes surprising – recipes. All
animal lovers will be impressed by the charm, strength, and wit of these feline friends. The
short chapters and whimsical illustrations that appear on almost every page will appeal to
reluctant and beginning chapter-book readers. This is a great choice for newly independent
readers or sharing with groups.

“

Teacher: Ms. Vanese Ng

“

Book Title: The Things You Can See Only When You Slow Down
Author: Haemin Sunim
Synopsis:
The world moves fast, but that doesn't mean we have to. In this timely guide to mindfulness,
Haemin Sunim, a zen teacher born in Korea and educated in the United States, encourages
us to slow down. His inspiring messages - which he first wrote responding to requests for
advice on social media – speak directly to the anxieties that have become part of modern life
and remind us that when we slow down, the world slows down with us. It is beyond dispute
that we are living in a world of hustle and bustle. Modern life moves at such a hectic pace
that it might seem impossible to slow down. That is why you will enjoy reading this book. It will help you achieve
peace of mind despite your busy schedule. Haemin Sunim, a renowned meditation teacher, shares his wisdom on
various aspects of life — from love and friendships to work and aspirations. His profound messages would help you
navigate through challenges in life. This book is not only full of practical advice but also beautifully illustrated. I
am sure you will love it!

“
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Teacher: Ms. Poon Kit Sum
Book Title: I Am Malala: How One Girl Stood Up for Education and Changed the World
Author: Malala Yousafzai

“

Synopsis:
Malala Yousafzai was a ten-year-old girl when the Taliban occupied her region and denied girls
the right to go to school. Once a peaceful region of Pakistan, it was plagued by terrorism. Malala
was taught to defend what she believes. On October 9, 2012, she was shot point-blank while
riding the bus on her way home from school. No one expected her to survive. The book tells the
remarkable story of a little girl who refused to be silenced. Malala was awarded the 2014 Nobel
Peace Prize at the age of 17, becoming the youngest-ever Nobel Prize laureate, along with
Kailash Satyarthi "for their struggle against the suppression of children and young people and
for the right of all children to education." She is an inspiration to those who refuse to accept their
fate and dare to speak up for their universal rights.
Teacher: Mr. Tang Tsz Wai, Patrick
Book Title: The Remains of the Day
Author: Kazuo Ishiguro
Synopsis:

“
“

In 1956, Stevens, a devoted, self-critical and stoic butler at Darlington Hall, decides to
embark on a motoring trip through the West Country, after his new employer encourages
him to borrow his car to take a well-earned break. It turns out that the six-day excursion is
interwoven with the past of Stevens and England, concerning fascism, two world wars and
the unspoken love between him and the housekeeper. Awarded the prestigious Man Booker
Prize for Fiction in 1989, The Remains of the Day explores several timeless universal
themes, such as memory, dignity, and forgetting and forgiving. There is one quotation from the book that I find
particularly inspiring: "[…] After all, there's no turning back the clock now. One can't be forever dwelling on what
might have been. One should realize one has as good as most, perhaps better, and be grateful."

“

5A07 HO WAI SZE
Book Title: Justin Bieber (Get the Scoop)
Author: Ronny Bloom

“
“

Synopsis:
Justin Bieber has been the hottest singer to hit the tween music industry for a long time. He has
legions of fans who know him from YouTube and endorsement from heavyweights like Justin
Timberlake and Usher. In today's world where everyone can have access to instant success with
the help of the Internet, Justin Bieber is without doubt one of the precursors of that. Justin Bieber
is both famous and infamous for his extraordinary music talent and for his destructive behaviour. It
is understandable that if fame and fortune come too early and easily, keeping themselves calm is
no easy task. Justin Bieber is no exception, though. Do members of the public expect a celebrity
to become not a star, but a saint?

“

5A11 LAM SUM YEE, HOLLY
Book Title: Nelson Mandela
Author: Katie Daynes
Synopsis:

One day when Nelson Mandela was nine years old, his father died and he was sent to
Johannesburg. He saw fellow Africans who were poor and powerless. He then decided that he
would work to protect them. When the government began to keep people apart based on the
colour of their skin, he spoke out against the law and vowed to fight hard. The book is the
story of a young boy's determination to change South Africa and of the struggles of a man
who eventually became the president of his country by believing in equality for people of all
colours. Readers will be inspired by his triumph and his lifelong quest to justice.
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5A14 LO ON HUNG
Book Title: The Last Lecture
Author: Randy Pausch
Synopsis:
What would we want as our legacy if we had to vanish tomorrow? When Randy Pausch,
a computer science professor, was invited to give such a lecture, he did consider it his last,
since he had been diagnosed with terminal cancer. The Last Lecture isn't about dying. It
embodies the living spirit of Randy Pausch. It is about living. One of the quotations I find
truly enlightening is that "we cannot change the cards we are dealt, just how we play the
hand." It's of no use to forever dwell on the past and live with regrets. What matters to us
is that we need to live our life to the fullest when we can still get hold of it. Live each day as
if it was your last, and some day you'll certainly be right.

“

5A09 HUI SAI KIT
Book Title: The Teenage Guide to Stress
Author: Nicola Morgan
Synopsis:

The Teenage Guide to Stress is a must-read for teenagers and adults who care about them. In
this wide-ranging, reassuring and comprehensive book, Nicola Morgan examines the stresses
many teenagers face, the biology behind stress, and a wide variety of strategies and suggestions
to deal with it and prevent negative symptoms, which can empower young people to take control
of their mental health. The book puts my mind at rest and helps me understand my own stressful
situations. The author tackles all the external stresses that teenagers face, including feelings
of anger, sadness, fear and failure as well as issues caused by changing bodies, pressures of
exams and schoolwork; sleep problems... The book can surely help you look at all those stresses,
practically and positively.

“

5A08 HUANG CHOR YU
Book Title: The Wonderful Story of Henry Sugar and Six More
Author: Roald Dahl
Synopsis:
Meet the boy who can talk to animals and the man who can see with his eyes closed. And
find out about the treasure buried deep underground. A cleaver mix of fact and fiction, this
collection also includes how master storyteller Roald Dahl chose to pursue a writing career.
With him, you can never be sure where reality ends and fantasy begins. If you could see
with your eyes closed, would you use your power for good or for personal gain? That's what
Henry has to decide in "The Wonderful Story of Henry Sugar", one of the seven short
stories in this remarkable collection. The stories were written at varying times throughout
his life, several of which are autobiographical in nature, helping you to understand more
about the life of Roald Dahl.

“

5A06 CHONG CHUI LAI
Book Title: Who Was Steve Jobs?
Authors: Pam Pollack & Meg Belviso
Synopsis:
Steve Jobs, adopted in infancy by a family in San Francisco, condensed a lot of life into
fifty-six short years. In this Who Was…? biography, we will learn how his obsession with
computers and technology at an early age led him to co-found and run Apple, in addition
to turning Pixar into an unprecedented animation studio. "You've got to find what you love.
And that is as true for your work as it is for your lovers... The only way to do great work is to
love what you do." Steve Job's contributions to the world are immeasurable. His short but
extraordinary life can help us learn an important lesson that we should have the courage to
follow our heart and intuition.
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5A20 TANG HO YEUNG
Book Title: Change We Can Believe In: Barack Obama's Plan to Renew America's Promise
Author: Barack Obama
Synopsis:
Barack Obama was elected President of the United States on November 4, 2008. It
was a defining moment in American history. After years of failed policies and politics
from Washington, Obama's election victory was once the chance for many to reclaim the
American Dream. The book asks us not just to believe in Obama's ability to bring change
to Washington; it asks us to believe in our ability to change the world. It's always good to
look back on a politician's career when he steps aside. Since Donald Trump took power, many
people have started to miss Obama's presidency. They even wanted Obama to become the
eternal US President if Trump won the presidential election. However, a politician's legacy
can vary with the passage of time. History will tell us the answer.

Harvard Book Prize
The Har vard Book Award
The Harvard Book Award is given out by the alumni of Harvard University to the topperforming student(s) in 11th/12th grade reading classes in nearly 2,000 "selected" high schools all
over the world. Each award comes with an official Harvard bookplate which states the name of
the donor and the award recipient and a commemorative bookmark. The Harvard Prize Books
are usually presented at the end of the academic year at high school award ceremonies. This
year, there are altogether three students receiving the awards.
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